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ORGANIC “FLOATING” WEDDING CLUSTER

Wedding
Product Required:
1 x 24" Fashion White "Mrs" print  20013000*
1 x 24" Re�ex Gold 20014725
6 x 12" Re�ex Gold 20014158
15 x 5" Re�ex Gold 20014169 (approx.)
3 x 14" Re�ex Gold Heart 20015512
10 x 260 Re�ex Gold 20014180
1 x 12" Fashion White 20000723
15 x 5" Fashion White 20001968 (approx.)
White Tulle Spool 340053-08
1 x box from BOR-B703L “love” Letter Cubes
1 x sheet of white printer paper
1 x Lamp base and Pole
* Can be substituted with 20012998 “Mr” print.

 

Construction Method:
1. Separate the pole from the lamp base, and wrap the pole with Re�ex Gold 260’s.
2. Assemble the box and cut a small hole in the centre of the top panel. Place the lamp base in  
 the box and cover with the sheet of printer paper (having cut a small hole in the centre) then  
 pass the pole through the hole in the top of the box and screw into the base. Fill the box with  
 white and Re�ex Gold 5” balloons and white Tulle.
3. Wrap tulle around the outside of the box and tie a large bow, then add a cluster of 5” White  
 and Re�ex Gold as shown in the picture.
4. In�ate the 24” printed balloon with air to around 22”, and the 24” Re�ex Gold balloon to  
 around 18 or 19”. Tie into a duplet and wrap securely to the top of the pole.
5. Create the components below using the remaining latex balloons, stuf�ng the 12” Re�ex   
 Gold into the 12” Graf�ti Frost. All 12” balloons are in�ated to around 7” to 9”, and all 5”  
 to around 3” to 4”. Exact sizes are not important. Pairs of clusters are joined by unin�ated  
 260 balloons as shown.
6. Wrap the cluster with hearts into the duplet of 24” balloons arranging so the hearts are   
 facing forward and the round balloon is at the back.
7. Add the other clusters, arranging the balloons as desired.
8. Finish with a Tulle bow and tails.

This design can be created as a �oating design, by helium �lling the 24” balloons. The rest can still 
be �lled with air. Fly on tulle from a weighted box.

A Step-by-step video featuring this design can be found on the Decorator Hub at amscan.co.uk. Click 
the link on the home page and go to “How-to Videos”!

Estimated Labour time: 30 minutes.
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